
TACTICAL ADDITIONS

TOWING & RECOVERY

RECTANGULAR SIDE MIRRORS

REAR VIEW MIRROR

GRAB HANDLE STRAP

HALF WINDSHIELD

UNIVERSAL ANTENNA MAG MOUNT

DROP PINTLE HITCH KIT

HEAVY DUTY PINTLE HITCH KIT

NATO SLAVE START

HI/LO/OFF IR LIGHT

TURN SIGNALS

HI IDLE - STATIONARY AUXILIARY POWER (NOT PICTURED)

RAM UNIVERSAL DEVICE HOLDER

RF ANTENNA MOUNT

MULTI-MOUNT WINCH

HEAVY DUTY BIMINI ROOF

AR2M KINETIC RECOVERY LINE (NOT PICTURED) 

2881622

2881070

2858185 *Pricing, part numbers, descriptions, and pictures are subject to change.

2880525

2879482

2881029

2880976

2883815

2883813 Dagor A1

2883302 Dagor A1

2414298 Dagor A1

2880529 MY15 Dagor

2880820 MY15 Dagor

4011504 MY15 Dagor

2883428

2879596

2883806

2881175

2880978
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Mounts directly to factory roll cage.

Wide rear view mirror that mounts to the factory roll cage for a clean installation.

Attach these versatile handles to any point on roll cage for passengers to grab.

The half windshield helps direct wind and dust away from the occupants seated inside the cab, 
and can be installed or removed quickly without tools.

This antenna platform can be mounted to various parts of the roll cage, and the flat surface 
allows for mounting of a wide variety of antennas.

Tow with this height adjustable pintle hitch which includes the pintle mount, 
hardware kit, and pintle hook.

For heavier towing loads, this heavy duty pintle hitch provides 10,000 lb capacity for 2” receivers. 
The kit includes pintle hook, clip, and pin.

Quickly re-start a disabled vehicle with the NATO vehicle to vehicle slave start system.  
Once installed, it can be used to re-start DAGOR or another vehicle that has the universal system. 

Adventure lights stealth illuminator light is compact, robust, flexible, and waterproof.  
This light provides the option to have the light set to high, low, or off.

Easy to use, easy to see turn signals are mounted on all 4 corners of the vehicle 
for increased visibility. 

Consistently increase auxiliary power in stationary situations with high idle capability.  
This increases idle speed, making 120 Amps of 24 Volt power available. 

The universal holder is designed to hold a variety of cell phones or electronic devices.  
A flexible mounting system allows it to be placed on various parts of the vehicle,  
including the roll cage. 

This antenna platform is designed to adapt a pair of Harris RF-292 Universal Antenna Mounts 
to the rear corners of the vehicle. These mounts cannot be used with the rucksack mount kit 
option. The kit comes with mounts for both of the rear corners of the vehicles.

This durable 9,800 lb rated SuperWinch® can be mounted on the front or rear of the vehicle, 
and includes a fairlead cradle and pin for the 2” receiver. The winch line is 3/8” x 55’ and has 
a 10 ft chaff guard. DAGOR A1 winch operates on a 24V system. 

The heavy duty soft top (bimini top) is designed to work with or without a weapons turret 
ring installed. Made of heavy duty double layer canvas, the soft top is an effective way to 
protect seated occupants from the elements.

This extremely effective recovery rope is used during vehicle extraction. It stretches and 
absorbs a massive amount of energy from the vehicle that is pulling. This kinetic energy is 
then transferred to the stuck vehicle, resulting in vehicle recovery. The rope is 3/4” x 30’ AR2M 
kinetic nylon rated at 16,000 lb. capacity.

Modular Options for Mission Versatility

MISSION CONFIGURATION
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MOBILITY MADE EASY



CARGO & STORAGE

MAINTENANCE & SUSTAINMENT

FUEL/WATER CAN HOLDERS

TAILGATE KIT

RUCKSACK MOUNT KIT

*Pricing, part numbers, descriptions, and pictures are subject to change.
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Hold standard fuel and water cans in the cargo bed with these convenient holders that 
can be quickly mounted to several locations on the aircraft rails for modularity. Aircraft 
rails are required accessories and are sold separately (2883807 cargo box rails / 2883808 
DAGOR A1 tailgate rails). 

Secure cargo in the cargo bed, or drop the tailgate down for additional space with this 
heavy duty bolt-on tailgate (500 lb capacity when locked in down position). The DAGOR A1 
tailgate kit is designed to accept aircraft rails. Aircraft rails are optional accessories and 
are sold separately (2883808 DAGOR A1 tailgate rails). 

Add the rucksack mount accessory kit to conveniently hold six fully-loaded rucksacks on the 
outside of the vehicle and preserve space inside the vehicle. The rucksack holder can be swung 
open for fueling, equipment access and also allows the width of vehicle to be reduced to nominal 
without removing rucksacks from the secured position. The kit also includes ratchet straps and tie 
off loops to keep rucksacks secure. Cannot be used with the RF antenna mount option.
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GATE NET FROM BEDNET®

ON-VEHICLE STORAGE BAG

REAR STORAGE BOX KIT

2880821

2204782

2881071

2883308

2880979
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Keep cargo contained in the cargo bed with this lightweight tailgate option made with 
durable polyester webbing from Bednet®. Install or remove quickly with 4 easy-to-use 
clips that snap into place. 

Store and protect supplies or equipment from the elements with this 600D UV coated 
poly bag with a water-resistant backer. Attaches to the vehicle with straps and clips so it 
can be mounted in numerous locations. 

Add sealed storage without taking up space in the cargo bed area. Neatly tucked 
underneath the rear wheel wells, each box offers 41,000 cu cm of sealed and 
waterproof storage. Kit contains 2 boxes; one for each rear wheel well.

2883810 Single Can

2883811 Double Can

CARGO NET FROM BEDNET® 2880822 32″x43″

2881033 24″x33″
V Secure loads quickly and effectively with this durable cargo net from Bednet®. Constructed 

of polyester webbing, coated steel hooks and nylon buckles, these nets are also easy to use 
with four adjustable straps integrated into the net.

SPARE TIRE HOLDER

ATS MOLLE SEATBACK PANEL

ATS NALGENE BOTTLE POUCH

CLAMP-ON FIRE EXTINGUISHER

JACK WITH TAILGATE MOUNT

BLOCK HEATER KIT

ATS MOLLE DASH PANEL

2880559

2687231

2687229

2880526

2881028

2880984

2687232
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Versatile design allows for storage of spare tire assembly on the exterior or interior of the 
vehicle at a moment’s notice. 

Attach items to the MOLLE surface that attaches to the front seat backs to conveniently 
store items in the cab.

Hold nalgene bottles and similar objects with this pouch that can be attached 
to the dash panel or ROPS. 

Additional ABC fire extinguisher that can be mounted to the roll cage in various 
spots. (QTY 1 comes standard with base vehicle)

Use this heavy duty jack when the situation calls for it. Sized specifically for 
DAGOR it is a 60″ Hi-Lift(R) jack and mounts conveniently to the tailgate.

The 120V/400W block heater kit is for extreme cold weather starting. It installs into the existing 
engine block plug and can be secured to chassis if permanent installation is desired.

Attach items to the MOLLE surface that secures firmly to the front passenger 
dash to conveniently store items in the cab.

ATS LARGE MOLLE POUCH

FULL TOOL KIT

STANDARD SPARE TIRE ASSEMBLY

2687230

2880518

1523164-686
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Store items in this zippered MOLLE pouch, compatible with other MOLLE capable surfaces.

Contact Polaris for kit contents.

33″ BFG wheel and tire assembly for DAGOR.

2883474CC The highest flowing portable compressor for its size on the market, features a compact twin 
motor dual cylinder design. DAGOR A1 compressor mounts neatly inside the rear storage box 
kit for safe keeping and easy access. The rear storage box kit is a required accessory and is sold 
separately (2881071 rear storage box kit).

ARB HI-PERF COMPRESSOR

All pricing, specifications, claims and information contained in this brochure are based on information  
available at the time of publication. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinion, or  
omissions in those publications. All pricing, specifications, and descriptions are subject to change without  
notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications. ©2021 Polaris Industries Inc.
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